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Main pointsMain points
Climate change will hit disproportionately hard against
women. Five factors:

Differences in power

Differences in income and economic resources

Gender-bound patterns in the division of labour

Cultural patterns and social roles

Biological differences

The costs/benefits of adaptation could be unevenly 
distributed between the sexes – three examples

Institutions and decision processes ought to be re-
modelled so as to guarantee gender justice
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1. Differences in power1. Differences in power
Fundamental role in relation to the other factors

Several of the sectors that are most important for 
decisions on climate policies have a strong male
dominance, e.g., energy, sector and urban planning 
and infrastructure development (Dankelman 2002; 
Skutsch 2002; Carlsson-Kanyama et al, 2010)

A particularly serious problem when men and women
tend to have different interests or viewpoints

Differences in risk perception (Slovic 1997; Finucane
et al. 2000)

Example: CCS (Miller et al 2007; Eyzaguirre 2007)
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Women are 20% less likely
than men to have paid
employment, more often
work only part time, and 
usually receive less pay
than men (OECD 2008)

Poverty affects the ability to
cope with natural disasters, 
etc. (Enarson 2000; 
Cannon 2002)
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expected to perform
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very hot days
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Example 1: In the 1991 
cyclone and flood in 
Bangladesh female
mortality was 4-5 times
higher than male mortality
in some age groups
(Ikeda 1995)
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5. Biological differences5. Biological differences

Could exist biological differences in addition to 
1-4

Example: 2003 heat wave in France 
(Poumadère et al. 2005)

But the reasons for this are not fully
understood (e.g., Oudin Åström et al. 2011)
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Identification of risks, vulnerabilities and 
opportunities

Identification of adaptation goals and 
criteria

Identification of adaptation options

Evaluation of adaptation options

Implementation, monitoring and review
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Risk and vulnerability assessment (RSA)

Local Climate Impacts Profile (LCLIP), developed by 
the UKCIP, uses local media and local service data to 
identify vulnerabilities

But, data could be gender-biased, e.g. LCLIP

Gender-disaggregated data, e.g. recording of overtime
costs, public telephone enquiries

Vulnerability categories may interact (Röhr 2009)
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Different outlooks on what goals and targets are 
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Impacts of climate change will likely have more
severe consequences for women than men.

Policy responses (adaptation) will likely reduce
some of the risks but could reinforce existing
gender inequalities if not designed properly.

To avoid maladaptation gender-sensitive 
approaches to adaptation planning need to be 
developed and implemented.
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